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Temperature-dependent Characterization of Power
Amplifiers Using an Efficient Electrothermal

Analysis Technique
Parastoo Taghikhani, Student Member, IEEE, Koen Buisman, Senior Member, IEEE, Martin Versleijen,

Jose-Ramon Perez-Cisneros and Christian Fager, Senior Member, IEEE.

Abstract—In this paper, we propose an efficient methodology
for the electrothermal characterization of power amplifier (PA)
integrated circuits. The proposed electrothermal analysis method
predicts the effect of temperature variations on the key perfor-
mances of PAs, such as gain and linearity, under realistic dynamic
operating conditions. A comprehensive technique for identifying
an equivalent compact thermal model, using data from 3-D finite
element method thermal simulation and nonlinear curve fitting
algorithms, is described. Two efficient methods for electrothermal
analysis applying the developed compact thermal model are
reported. The validity of the methods is evaluated using com-
mercially available electrothermal computer-aided design (CAD)
tools and through extensive pulsed RF signal measurements of
a PA device under test. The measurement results confirm the
validity of the proposed electrothermal analysis methods. The
proposed methods show significantly faster simulation speed
comparing to available CAD tools for electrothermal analysis.
Moreover, the results reveal the importance of electrothermal
characterization in the prediction of the temperature-aware PA
dynamic operation.

Index Terms—Electrothermal characterization, thermal mo-
deling, thermal network extraction, heat dissipation, thermal
impedance identification, power amplifier linearity, EVM.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE ever increasing demand for faster and more reliable
wireless communication imposes rigorous performance

requirements on the power amplifiers (PAs) in terms of output
power, efficiency, and linearity [1], [2]. In particular, recent
time-division duplexing (TDD) systems require power am-
plifiers with high linearity features, to cope with switching
transient effects. In such systems the key metrics for linearity,
especially error vector magnitude (EVM), must be very low
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to meet anticipated high data rate communication [3], [4].
A variety of techniques, such as digital predistortion (DPD),
exist for improving EVM [5]–[7]. However, it is particularly
challenging to compensate for fast time-varying and transient
non-linearity issues [1]–[4], [8], [9].

It is well established that the challenges associated with
signal linearity and efficiency are highly affected by the
electrothermal transient behavior of PAs. The electrothermal
behavior refers to the condition in which the PA electrical
operation changes the temperatures of device nodes, and vice
versa. Particularly, due to the high level of integration, thermal
issues increasingly impact the performance and reliability of
high power integrated circuits (ICs). Besides, thermal issues
may entail a significant degradation of the performance of the
PA ICs, and must be accurately investigated. Therefore, elec-
trothermal analysis of PA ICs is greatly needed at any design
stage [10]–[12]. Furthermore, thermal-aware PA designs help
in the development of ICs with optimum thermal management.

A common approach for electrothermal analysis is to couple
a 3-D thermal solver with an individual electrical solver at each
electrical simulation step [13]–[18]. Such a coupled electrical-
thermal simulation procedure relies on the convergence of
the iterative loop between the electrical- and individual ther-
mal solvers. Consequently, the simulation procedure is time-
consuming and computationally expensive, although accurate
temperature-aware results can be obtained. On the other hand,
it is well known that the heat diffusion problem can be
numerically discretized using the finite element method (FEM)
and represented as an equivalent thermal circuit [19], [20].
The thermal equivalent circuit can be integrated into the
electrical simulation framework for an efficient electrothermal
analysis. The size of the discretized heat problem can be
considerably reduced through model order reduction (MOR)
techniques [21]–[28]. However, the computational cost for the
electrothermal analysis of complex electronic circuits remains
high even if MOR approaches are used.

The necessity to reduce computational complexity leads
to the development of the Compact Thermal Model (CTM)
for complex circuits [10], [20], [29]–[33]. The compact ther-
mal network can be obtained from post-processing 3D-FEM
thermal simulation data when only the behavior of specific
nodes is considered for thermal modeling. The aforementioned
thermal modeling approach creates possibilities in which a
desired trade-off between accuracy and complexity can be
achieved [10], [29].
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In this paper, first, an efficient algorithm for compact
thermal model extraction of the PA ICs is proposed. The
algorithm develops a thermal model using the step response
of the thermal system while specific areas, e.g. transistors, are
treated as heat sources or interface nodes. The dynamic self-
heating and thermal coupling behavior of interface nodes are
obtained and fitted to suitable mathematical functions in time-
and frequency domains.

The thermal model is then used for electrothermal analysis
to predict temperature-aware PA performance. In this paper,
two efficient methods for electrothermal analysis are develo-
ped. A circuit-based electrothermal analysis method is presen-
ted where the thermal equivalent circuit is incorporated into
an electrical solver (e.g. Keysight ADS or Spice). The circuit-
based method can be used to perform accurate thermally-
aware prediction in any type of circuit simulation. The second
approach is a model-based electrothermal analysis method,
which combines PA nonlinear behavioral model with the PA
thermal model in an iterative algorithm, suitable for envelope
time-domain predictions. The latter approach is less time-
consuming for investigating PA dynamic operation under com-
plex modulated signal excitation compared to using circuit-
based electrothermal simulation. The proposed methods are
generic and developed independently of the PA characteristics.

The thermal modeling and both electrothermal analysis
approaches are verified through extensive pulsed-RF measu-
rements and predictions with the commercial Keysight ADS
Electro-Thermal Simulator. The proposed electrothermal ap-
proaches show considerably shorter simulation times compa-
red to the commercial simulator. Furthermore, the linearity
results reveal the importance of electrothermal analysis for
accurate prediction of the dynamic operation mode of PAs
under realistic, pulsed modulated signal excitations present
in modern communication systems. Therefore, the proposed
electrothermal analysis method can be exploited at the PA
design stage to develop proper compensations for the problems
of heat dissipation.

This paper is organized as follows: Section. II presents
an overview of the thermal modeling and the corresponding
identification algorithm. In Section. III the thermal modeling
technique is applied to a PA device under test (DUT) and
the corresponding thermal modeling results are presented.
Section. IV describes the two proposed approaches for efficient
electrothermal simulation. The validity of the circuit-based
electrothermal analysis is assessed in this section. Section. V
presents the experimental setup and results for the electrother-
mal characterization of the PA DUT. In this section, the PA
performance under static and pulsed-signal excitation is eva-
luated using the proposed model-based simulation technique.
Finally, Section. VI gives concluding remarks.

II. THERMAL MODEL EXTRACTION

It is well-known that, once discretized, the heat wave equa-
tion in a homogeneous and linear domain, can be represented
by a reciprocal and passive thermal network model [10], [19],
[29]. In this section, following the compact thermal modeling
approach, the concept of the thermal impedance matrix and
the corresponding model identification are described.

A. Transient thermal impedance matrix

Let us consider a device including M designated areas as
heat sources. The elements of the thermal impedance matrix,
Zth(t), assuming a linear thermal system, are defined by [10]:

zth,ij(t) =
∆Ti(t)

Pj
, (1)

∆Ti(t) = Ti(t)− Tamb (2)

where Ti(t) is the temperature of the ith heat source at time
instant t when port j is excited with a step power i.e. Pj .
Tamb is the ambient temperature. zth,ii represents the self-
heating thermal impedance and zth,ij , i 6= j is the mutual
thermal impedance, indicating thermal coupling between ports.
The steady-state value of thermal impedance, i.e. t → ∞,
corresponds to the thermal resistance.

Once the desired terminals corresponding to heat sources
areas are specified, the system step response can be obtained
using a suitable 3D-FEM thermal simulator. For active circuits,
areas with high power dissipations such as transistors fingers
and resistors can be specified as heat sources. The elements
of thermal impedance matrix can be represented in time- or
frequency domain. Particularly, it is shown that the transfer
function of a linear thermal problem can be synthesized
with an equivalent Foster network [21], [30]. Therefore, the
elements of the multi-port thermal impedance can be written
in time domain as

zth,ij(t) =

Nm∑
n=1

cn,ij(1− e−
t
τn ) (3)

where Nm is the number of time constants, i.e τn. Besides,
cn,ij ≥ 0 and τn > 0 to ensure a passive positive solution to
the thermal diffusion problem [10], [34].

B. Identification algorithm

As it has been described, transient temperature data is
required to obtain the thermal impedance matrix. For this
purpose, each heat source needs to be excited with a step
power and the transient temperature on all terminals must be
collected. In this way, each rows of Z̃ matrix of temperature
data, representing the system step response, is created. The
Z̃ is then used to find the thermal impedance model, as
introduced in (3).

Fig. 1 shows the flowchart of the iterative algorithm for
identifying the coefficients of the thermal model. For a device
with M specified heat sources, the thermal impedance matrix,
Zth, has a size of M × M . Therefore, from the thermal
simulation, M2 temperature step responses, including self-
heating and thermal mutual coupling, exist. The thermal
system is assumed to be linear and time-invariant. Therefore,
time constants, i.e. τn, are common for all elements of thermal
impedance matrix. In addition, the model linear coefficients,
cn,ij , are unique for each element of the thermal impedance
matrix. Details of each step in the identification algorithm are
presented below.

Step 1 (Initial guess): First, the algorithm starts with
assigning an initial guess for the time constants. i.e. τ (0)n , n =

1, ..., Nm. Thus, Zth(t, τ
(0)
n ) can be evaluated.
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Fig. 1. The identification algorithm based on linear and nonlinear least square
method.

Step 2 (Find linear coefficients): For the kth iteration, the
linear coefficients, c(k)n,ij , are found by non-negative linear least
square (NNLS) estimator considering that c(k)n,ij ≥ 0 as follows

c
(k)
n,ij = argmin||Zth(t, τ (k−1)

n )− Z̃|| (4)

where ||.|| is the 2-norm matrix operator. Due to non-negativity
constraints, a pseudoinverse solution is not sufficient to find
linear coefficients. However, there exists several fast and
efficient algorithms to solve a NNLS problem. In particular,
MATLAB provides a built-in function to solve NNLS pro-
blems.

Step 3 (Find time constants): Once c
(k)
n,ij are identified,

the new time constants, which corresponds to the nonlinear
model coefficient, can be found using nonlinear least square
algorithm.

τ (k)n = argmin||Zth(t, c
(k)
n,ij)− Z̃|| (5)

It should be noted that the nonlinear least square problem can
be solved by using standard curve fitting algorithms.

Step 4 (Check convergence): The algorithm ends when the
residue or the fitting error, ε = ||Zth(t, τ

(k)
n , c

(k)
n,ij)− Z̃||, has

stabilized to a minimum value.
For the thermal impedance matrix identification, M2 curves

are mapped simultaneously to the analytical function introdu-
ced in (3).

III. PA THERMAL MODEL

Thermal model identification is essential for the electro-
thermal characterization of PAs. In this section, the algorithm
proposed in Section. II-B for the thermal model identification
has been evaluated through modeling of a PA DUT.

Fig. 2. Photo of the PA DUT evaluation board including temperature sensing
diodes.

Fig. 3. Location and steady state temperature of heat sources on die obtained
from ADS HeatWave 3D thermal simulator.

A. PA DUT

A two-stage class AB BiCMOS amplifier manufactured by
NXP Semiconductor has been selected to test the proposed
algorithm for thermal model identification. It operates at 5-
6 GHz and is equipped with temperature-sensing diodes for
electrothermal characterization and monitoring. The PA DUT
is used for investigating linearity challenges associated with
wireless communications. Additionally, the PA includes inte-
grated sensing diodes for temperature measurements. Fig. 2
shows a photo of the PA evaluation board.

B. Thermal modeling results

Once the location of the heat sources and the thermal
properties of the layout are specified, a 3D-FEM thermal
simulator can be used for its thermal characterization. The
critical power dissipating areas such as transistors and resistors
are examples of heat sources which are relevant from an
electrical viewpoint. It is recommended to specify high-power
transistors fingers as heat sources to obtain an accurate thermal
model. However, the thermal model would be more accurate
if more areas are defined as heat sources and there is always
a trade-off between accuracy and modeling efficiency which
should be considered. As described in Section. II-B, thermal
simulation data includes the temperature rise of the heat
sources when they are excited by a step power.
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TABLE I
IDENTIFIED THERMAL TIME CONSTANTS FOR THE POWER AMPLIFIER DEVICE UNDER TEST.

τ1 τ2 τ3 τ4 τ5 τ6 τ7 τ8 τ9 τ10 τ11 τ12 τ13 τ14

1.75e-08 3.55e-06 1.65e-07 9.07e-07 9.00e-06 7.12e-05 2.33e-04 6.08e-04 2.37e-05 1.73e-02 1.99e-02 1.64e-03 1.45e-01 1.04e+01
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Fig. 4. Thermal impedance identification of the PA DUT for some elements.
Each heat source is excited with 20 mW step input power.
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Fig. 5. RMS error of identification algorithm for all the elements of 123×123
thermal impedance matrix.

In total, M = 123 individual areas, corresponding to diodes
and transistors fingers, were specified as heat sources in the PA
DUT layout. Thermal simulations were performed using the
ADS Heatwave 3-D thermal simulator. The initial guess for
the 14 values of time constants is to have them logarithmically
spaced over the considered time interval. HeatWave runs in a
standalone mode as a pure thermal solver and was decoupled
from the ADS electrical solver for the studies presented
here. The thermal technology file, including material thermal
properties from the process design kit (PDK), was provided
as input to the ADS HeatWave simulator. Fig. 3 shows an

example of HeatWave thermal simulation results, representing
steady-state temperature on the device given nominal DC
dissipated power. However, for identifying the thermal model,
each heat source was excited separately with a 20 mW step
input power, and the temperature rise versus time of all
terminals was collected. It took approximately 2 hours to
extract 123 × 123 temperature step responses, i.e. Z̃, using
logarithmic time step setting.

The model identification algorithm described in Section II-B
has converged after 25 iterations and took about 20 minutes
to run on a Core i7 desktop PC with 32 GB of RAM.
The thermal model was identified with 14 time constants,
ranging between 10 ns and 10 s, see Table I. Fig. 4 gives the
modeled and 3-D thermal simulation results for four of the
thermal impedances, i.e. zth11,12, zth1,1, zth1,50 and zth1,29.
The modeled thermal impedance shows accurate results for
all the matrix elements. The root mean square (RMS) error
of the model fitting is below 3 % for every element of the
impedance matrix, see Fig. 5. The developed thermal model
has been used for the electrothermal analysis of the PA DUT.
In the following section, two approaches for electrothermal
analysis are described based on the developed thermal model.
As is mentioned in Section II, the model is extracted based
on the thermal linearity assumption. Therefore, if the device
temperature goes into a nonlinear thermal region, the thermal
model becomes inaccurate. In such cases, the temperature
dependency of the material must be included in the model
extraction.

IV. ELECTROTHERMAL SIMULATION APPROACHES

Electrothermal analysis refers to a temperature-aware elec-
trical simulation. Coupled electro-thermal simulation using
dedicated computer aided design (CAD) tools is one way
to perform electrothermal analysis. In this approach, a ci-
rcuit simulator computes power dissipation and a thermal
simulator computes device temperatures. Temperatures and
power dissipation are exchanged between the two simulators
through interface nodes until a self-consistent solution is achie-
ved [13], [15], [17]. Usually, interface nodes are the device
nodes corresponding to temperature-dependent active circuit
elements. Therefore, temperature-aware circuit performance
can be achieved accurately. However, such an approach is
time-consuming and computationally expensive. On the other
hand, once the thermal behavior of the IC is properly modeled,
it can be used instead of running 3-D FEM thermal simulation
in an electrothermal analysis procedure. The use of the thermal
model, or the equivalent thermal circuit, can improve the speed
and capacity of electrothermal analysis considerably.

In this paper, based on a thermal modeling approach, two
electrothermal analysis methods are proposed for the efficient
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Fig. 6. The electrothermal analysis approaches: a) circuit-based simulation, and b) model-based simulation.
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Fig. 7. Sense diode temperature obtained from ADS-ETH and the circuit-
based electrothermal method when transient simulation was performed. The
PA DUT is not RF excited and DC biases are step current and voltage sources
with 2 µs rise time and 2 µs delay.

temperature-aware simulation of PAs. Fig. 6(a) illustrates the
circuit-based electrothermal analysis, in which an equivalent
thermal circuit is incorporated into an electrical simulation for
coupled electrothermal analysis. The model-based approach,
on the other hand, relies on PA nonlinear behavioral modeling
coupled with evaluation of thermal impedance matrix in an
iterative algorithm, see Fig. 6(b).

A. Circuit-based electrothermal simulation

It is crucial to provide a thermal equivalent circuit topology
that is compatible with common circuit simulators. By defini-
tion, the elements of the thermal impedance matrix, zth,ij ,
represents system step response. To extract an equivalent
thermal circuit the impulse response, zimp,ij , is needed [10].

For the proposed thermal impedance model in Section. II, the
frequency domain representation of zimp,ij is given by

zimp,ij(s) =

Nm∑
n=1

cn,ij
1 + τns

(6)

The equivalent circuit development is a well-established
area in thermal modeling field [10], [19], [21], [23], [30],
[35]. In this paper, a circuit topology similar to [35], including
Voltage Control Current Source (VCCS) and Current Control
Current Source (CCCS) elements is developed. The VCCSs in
this circuit are compatible with the HSpice Foster pole-residue
format, and their values correspond to zimp,ij in frequency
domain obtained from (6) [36]. An extra node including a
1 K/W resistor and a CCCS also exist per thermal node to
generate the required controlled voltages for VCCSs.

The proposed topology creates 2 ×M nodes that will be
added to the electric circuit netlist. The number of nodes does
not depend on the number of time constants and is proportional
to the number of heat sources. The proposed topology and the
use of VCCSs in Foster pole-zero format makes the thermal
equivalent circuit highly efficient for electrothermal analysis.

The thermal netlist has been integrated as a sub-circuit
into the PA electrical netlist. Temperature-dependent active
circuit elements were updated with an additional thermal
node representing the temperature. The effect of self- and
mutual heating were accurately taken into account using the
thermal equivalent circuit obtained from the multi-port thermal
impedance matrix. The PA temperature-aware performance has
been assessed using the proposed circuit-based electrothermal
analysis method.

B. Circuit-based electrothermal simulation results

A variety of electrothermal simulations have been perfor-
med for evaluating the proposed circuit-based electrothermal
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Fig. 8. Envelope simulation results obtained from ADS-ETH and the proposed
circuit-based electrothermal method. The PA DUT input is an RF step power
source with -20 dBm average power and 2 µs rise time and 2 µs delay. DC
biases are also pulsed DC voltages and current sources with 2 µs rise time
and 2 µs delay: a) Gain variation versus time, b) sense diode temperature
versus time.

analysis methodology. The simulation results have been veri-
fied by the Keysight ADS Electro-Thermal Simulator, which
is here called ADS-ETH for simplicity [17]. The ADS-ETH
solver iterates a full 3D thermal solver, i.e. HeatWave, with the
ADS circuit simulator in each simulation point until a conver-
ged solution is achieved. In this way, accurate electrothermal
analysis of the PA can be obtained although the simulation
speed is limited.

The PA DUT DC bias was provided by two 600 µA
base current sources and a 4.8 V collector voltage source
in the simulation schematic. The temperature sensing diodes
were also biased with 10 µA constant current sources and
showed almost identical temperature behaviors. Fig. 7 shows
the simulated temperature variation of one of the sensing
diodes versus time when the DC biases were switched on at
t = 2 µs using step sources with 2 µs rise-time. The sensing
diode temperature reaches almost the steady-state value after
100 ms when the PA has no RF input excitation, corresponding
to the self heating that the DC biasing causes. The proposed
circuit-based electrothermal analysis results agree well with

TABLE II
EVALUATION TIME PER SIMULATION POINT (SECONDS)

ADS solver ADS-ETH Circuit-based electrothermal

Transient simulation 122 1e-3

Envelope simulation 107 0.2

ADS-ETH results. As it can be seen in Fig. 7, the temperature
results difference between the two methods is less than 2
degrees.

Fig. 8 presents the envelope simulation results in which a
5.9 GHz continuous wave (CW) step input power with 2 µs
rise-time, 2 µs delay, and -20 dBm power was the PA input
excitation. The DC biases were also switched on at t = 2 µs.
Therefore, the temperature began to rise from the ambient
temperature value. Fig. 8 (a) shows temperature-aware envelop
simulation results in which PA gain is reduced by about 0.4 dB
after 10 ms. PA thermal nodes and sensing diode temperatures
were also computed in this simulation and shown in Fig. 8 (b).
The proposed circuit-based electrothermal simulation results
agreed very well with the ADS-ETH results.

The extensive performed simulations have verified the accu-
racy of the proposed circuit-based electrothermal method.
Furthermore, the proposed electrothermal method shows a
few orders of magnitude faster simulation speed compared
to ADS-ETH, see Table. II. Clearly, using an equivalent
thermal network can improve the efficiency and speed of
electrothermal simulation, although, it comes at the price of
an additional thermal model identification step. It should be
noted that the procedure of the thermal network extraction can
be added to circuit simulators such as ADS or Spice in a fully
automated way.

C. Model-based electrothermal simulation

The circuit-based electrothermal analysis presented above
shows relatively faster performance compared to ADS-ETH.
However, for investigating PA performance under modulated
signal excitation, the circuit-based electrothermal simulation
time is still too long. In this paper, an alternative approach
is therefore proposed, in which PA nonlinear behavioral mo-
deling techniques is employed for the electrothermal analysis.
A similar approach was used for multi-branch transmitters in
[37]–[39], but is here modified for electrothermal analysis of
a single PA having a multi-port thermal impedance model.

Fig. 9 shows an illustration of the joint simulation algorithm
for the model-based electrothermal analysis. The inputs to
begin the algorithm are the initial temperature and input signal
values. In each time instant, the PA dissipated power and RF
output signal are calculated using PA nonlinear behavioral
models. For the next time instant, the temperature is obtained
from the PA thermal model and the modeled dissipated power.
The new temperature value is considered as the PA temperature
in the next time instant and used to find the PA output from the
nonlinear behavioral models. The algorithm runs through all
time steps of the input signal sequence. The iterative algorithm
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Fig. 9. The model-based electrothermal analysis approach. Nout is the
number of PA output transistors and ~ is the convolution symbol.

is explained extensively in [37]–[39]. It should be noted that
these simulations run in the complex envelope/modulation
time domain.

1) PA nonlinear behavioral model: The PA output and
dissipated power depend on the PA input signal, and tempera-
ture. Therefore, the temperature-dependent model is obtained
by repeating the PA nonlinear model extraction at different
ambient temperatures. Typically, the PA thermal response is
much slower than the PA response to the RF signal. Therefore,
the nonlinear model for PA output and dissipated power,
following a static polynomial modeling approach, can be
written as [38], [39]:

b2(a1, T ) =

P1∑
p1=1

αp1(T )a1|a1|2(p1−1) (7)

Pdiss(|a1|, T ) = Pdc + Pin − Pout =

Pd∑
pd=0

ξpd(T )|a1|pd (8)

where a1 and b2 are complex baseband/envelope representati-
ons of the PA input and output, respectively. T is temperature
and αp1

(T ) and ξpd(T ) are temperature-dependent model
coefficients.

Fig. 10 presents the temperature-dependent PA behavior in
terms of amplitude to amplitude (AM/AM), amplitude to phase
(AM/PM), and dissipated power. The results were obtained
from performing circuit simulations of the PA DUT when
the thermal effects, i.e. thermal network, were disabled. Such
data can also be obtained from pulsed RF measurements at
different ambient temperatures. With P1 = 9 and Pd = 6
model coefficients in (7) and (8), there is a good agreement
between the modeled and simulated results.

2) PA simplified thermal model: The formulation of the
multi-port thermal impedance is introduced in Section II.
The thermal impedance matrix provides the temperature of
individual heat sources taking into consideration self-heating
and thermal coupling. The PA power consumption is mainly
dissipated in the output transistors. Therefore one can assume
that total dissipated power is equally distributed between
heat sources belonging to the PA output transistors. The
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Fig. 10. Modeled and simulated power amplifier (PA) characteristics at
six different temperatures: (a) gain variation / AM/AM and phase variation
/ AM/PM, (b) dissipated power (Pdiss). Markers and solid lines represent
simulated and modeled results, respectively. AM/AM graphs are normalized
to the maximum value of PA gain related to 27oC ambient temperature.

overall PA temperature can be approximated as the average
of temperatures corresponding to the output transistors heat
sources. In total 123 areas including diodes and transistors
are specified as heat sources for the PA DUT in Section III.
The number of output transistors, Nout, is 84. Therefore, the
dissipated power of each heat source is approximated by

Pdissi(t) =

{
Pdiss(t)
Nout

, i = 1, ...84,∈ PA output transistors.
0, otherwise.

(9)
where Pdiss(t) is the total instantaneous power dissipated in

the PA. Assuming the temperature of output transistors behave
similarly, the PA’s approximated temperature can be written as

T (t) ≈ mean(T1(t), ..., TNout(t)) ≈ Ti(t)

Ti(t) =

Nout∑
j=1

zimp,ij(t) ~ Pdissj (t)
(10)
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Voltage and Current  
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(SMU 200A)

Signal Analyzer
(PXA N9030A)

Oscilloscope
(RTO1044)  

PA

… Current probe

Ref Ref Trigger
Trigger

𝒕

Fig. 11. Block diagram of pulsed RF measurement setup for evaluation of
proposed electrothermal method. The PA is equipped with sensing diodes.
The reference and trigger signal are required for correct pulse to pulse
synchronization.

where ~ is the convolution operator

zimp,ij(t) ~ Pdissj (t) =

∫ t

0

zimp,ij(t− τ)Pdissj (τ)dτ (11)

zimp,ij(t) are the elements of the PA impulse response matrix
in the time domain, which can be simply obtained from (6).
One can solve (11) by implementing discrete convolution.

These approximations have been considered for simplifying
the PA thermal model in the model-based electrothermal
analysis implementation. Once the PA thermal and nonlinear
behavioral models are extracted, the simulation algorithm from
Fig. 9 can be implemented in MATLAB or any other numerical
computing software. Therefore, the electrothermal analysis can
be performed independent from a circuit simulator.

The PA performance under pulsed RF and modulated sig-
nal has been evaluated using the model-based electrothermal
analysis and corresponding measurements. In the following
section, the pulse measurement setup and results are reviewed.

V. EXPERIMENTAL VERIFICATION

Measurements with various pulsed RF signal excitations
were performed to verify the proposed model-based elec-
trothermal analysis approach. A detailed assessment of the
proposed method is performed by evaluating the measured and
predicted dynamic behavior of the PA response (gain, linearity,
etc.). In these experiments, the PA kept heating and cooling
during the turning on and off of the PA, respectively. Moreover,
the PA temperature variations were measured using one of
the embedded sensing diodes and compared with simulation
results, as explained in Section IV-B.

A. Experimental Setup

Fig. 11 shows the block diagram of the experimental setup
used for the pulsed characterization. A vector signal generator
(Rohde & Schwarz SMU 200A) was used for generating
pulsed signals, and a signal analyzer (Keysight PXA N9030A)
for capturing the PA output signal. Constant current supplies
(Keithley 2400) were used for biasing the PA base and diodes

Oscilloscope

Signal Analyzer, 
PXA

Signal 
Generator

Current probe

Current 
sources

Voltage 
source

PA with sensing diodes

Fig. 12. Measurement setup used for evaluating the PA performance and
measuring PA temperature using the embedded sensing diodes.

with a constant current of 600 µA and 10 µA, respectively.
The PA collector was biased with a 4.8 V voltage supply.
An oscilloscope (Rohde & Schwarz RTO 1044) was used to
capture one of the sensing diodes voltage. A current probe
(Tektronix TCPA 300) was used to measure dynamic DC
current. Fig. 12 shows the picture of the measurement setup.
The measurement instruments were synchronized via external
triggering and a 10 MHz reference signal, which was provided
from the signal generator.

B. Static characterization

Fig. 13 shows the measured static AM/AM compared with
the circuit- and behavioral modeling based simulation results.
The electrothermal circuit-based simulation has been perfor-
med in ADS with the developed electrothermal netlist, as des-
cribed in Section IV-A. The model-based results were obtained
using the algorithm and models presented in Section IV-B.
The simulated dissipated power in Fig. 10 was adjusted by
a factor of 1.3 to agree with measured DC dissipated power.
In order to emulate realistic PA DC biasing conditions, the
algorithm runs for one second with a1 = 0 to reach steady-
state operating temperature. Then, for each level of input
power, the PA output b2 was calculated to extract temperature-
aware AM/AM characteristics. Moreover, the algorithms runs
up to t = 100 ms for each level of input power to ensure that
a stable PA output is reached. Fig. 13 shows that there is a
good agreement between measurement and temperature-aware
simulation results obtained from both of the proposed methods
for PA static operation in terms of gain and efficiency.

C. Pulsed RF characterization

Thermal issues affect the PA performance in terms of static
and dynamic gain degradation. The dynamic gain variation,
i.e. gain variation versus time, can carefully be measured with
the pulsed RF measurements. Therefore, two pulsed RF signals
with different input powers and pulse-widths have been applied
to the PA DUT.

Fig. 14(a) shows the PA gain versus time for input pulses
having 20% duty cycle and 20 ms and 40 ms pulse-widths,
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Fig. 13. The PA measured static characteristics is compared with the two
proposed electrothermal analysis methods. a) AM/AM, the data is normalized
to the maximum value of measured gain, b) drain efficiency.

respectively. The pulsed signal power in the on state were
7 dBm and 10 dBm, respectively. As it can be seen, the PA
gain degrades with time for both input pulses, due to the
heating. The PA gain degradations are about 0.65 dB and
0.4 dB for input pulses with 10 dBm and 7 dBm input powers,
respectively.

The PA temperature was measured using one of the tem-
perature sensing diode simultaneously with RF measurement.
The relationship between the voltage of the sensing diode and
its temperature was provided by the PA manufacturer under
a fixed 10 µA current bias. The measured diode voltage was
prone to an electrical coupling from the input pulsed signal
during measurement. Therefore, the measured voltage showed
a DC offset synchronized with the input pulse on and off tran-
sitions. The corresponding offset was, therefore, removed from
the diode’s voltage to extract the correct voltage/temperature
values. Fig. 14(b) shows the diode temperature, representing
the PA temperature, versus time. As it can be observed, the
temperature rises rapidly when the input signal is switched
on and falls when the input pulse is turned off. Fig. 14
shows that the simulated gain and temperature agree well with
measurement results.
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Fig. 14. Measured and simulated PA gain as well as temperature variation due
to electrothermal effects. CW RF pulses with 20 ms, 40 ms pulse-widths (W)
and pulse input power of 7 and 10 dBm in the on state were applied to the
PA DUT input. Duty cycle is 20% for both pulses. a) PA normalized gain, b)
temperature variation. Simulation results were obtained from the model-based
electrothermal analysis approach.

The measured results have been verified using the
model-based electrothermal analysis method described in
Section IV-C. Unfortunately, the circuit-based electrothermal
analysis faced severe convergence issues in performing long-
time envelope simulation. The reason can be the PA complex
electrothermal netlist, including EM model as well as relati-
vely long pulse width. In fact, even without any convergence
issues, the use of circuit-based electrothermal approach leads
to very long simulation time for temperature-aware envelope
simulation. In these occasions, the use of model-based appro-
ach is essential to predict PA temperature-aware performance.
In principle, the circuit-based approach can provide any type
of thermally-aware circuit simulation. Therefore, it is most
suitable at the PA design stage to optimize the schematic or
layout from a joint thermal and electrical point of view.

D. Modulated RF pulse

For TDD communication systems, and in systems with
burst-type communication patterns, the linearity performance
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Fig. 15. Simulated and measured PA EVM (RMS value%)versus time.
Modulated signal pulses with a) 40 ms pulse-widths and Peak Envelope Power
(PEP) of 9 dBm and, b) 60 ms pulse-widths 8 dBm PEP were injected to the
PA input. Simulation results were obtained from model-based electrothermal
analysis approach.

is required to be very high and stable versus time. An accurate
characterization and modeling of EVM is critical for the
evaluation and design of PAs under realistic pulsed modulated
RF excitation due to thermal and transient PA behaviors.
Pulsed modulated signal measurements have been performed
to evaluate PA dynamic linearity characteristics. Therefore,
64 QAM modulated pulses with 6 MHz bandwidth, 20 %
duty-cycle, and different pulse-widths were applied to the PA
input.

The modulated signal measurements have been verified
using the model-based electrothermal analysis method. Fig. 15
shows the RMS value of the measured EVM versus time for
40 ms and 60 ms pulse-widths and Peak Envelope Power
(PEP) of 9 dBm and 8 dBm, respectively. The EVM in Fig. 15
was calculated from a time frame of 0.1 ms and plotted versus
time. This representation shows the effect of temperature
variation on the PA dynamic linearity. As shown in Fig. 15(b),
the EVM RMS value was degraded by approximately 1.3 %
and 0.7 % for the input signals with 60 ms and 40 ms pulse-
widths, respectively. Fig. 16 shows the constellation diagram
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Fig. 16. Constellation diagram measured and plotted for two time frames,
i.e. the first frame ( 0 ms < t < 0.1 ms, blue dots) and the last one
(59.9 ms < t < 60 ms, red dots). The PA input is 64 QAM modulated
pulse with 20 % duty-cycle, 60 ms pulse-width and 8 dBm PEP.

for the first and last time frames of the 60 ms pulse-width
signal. It can be seen that the constellation related to the last
time frame shrinks and linearity gets worse compared to the
beginning of the pulse. Such behavior of linearity is often
more challenging to compensate for using typical techniques
such as DPD. Similar to the simulation of RF pulses in
Section V-C, the steady-state were reached within less than
10 pulses and emulating the DC biasing condition. Fig. 15
shows good agreement between measurement and simulation
results.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, first, an efficient methodology for PA thermal
model extraction is proposed. The thermal model is extracted
using 3-D thermal simulation data and a joint linear and non-
linear fitting algorithm. Based on the extracted thermal model,
two efficient methodologies for electrothermal characterization
of PA ICs are proposed.

First, a circuit-based electrothermal analysis is proposed
which combines thermal- and electrical netlists into an ef-
ficient electro-thermal simulation. This method shows faster
simulation speed compared to a commercial Electro-Thermal
simulator as coupled 3-D thermal and electrical simulator.
The second approach, called model-based electrothermal ana-
lysis, combines the PA thermal impedance matrix with PA
nonlinear behavioral model to predict PA temperature-aware
performance. The latter approach is suitable for system-level
analyses in which electrothermal circuit simulation is too time-
consuming and complex to perform.

The proposed thermal model and both electrothermal ana-
lysis methods have been validated through static and pulsed
RF signal measurements. The measured PA gain, tempe-
rature, and linearity results have shown a good agreement
with electrothermal simulation results. Moreover, the dynamic
PA performance, especially in terms of linearity, reveals the
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importance of electrothermal analysis for the correct prediction
and design of PAs.
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